
 

   

  

 

Comments on Proposed Special Flushing Waterfront District 

ULURP #C200033 ZMQ and #N200034 ZRQ 

September 16, 2020 

 

TakeRoot Justice, which represents members of Flushing for Equitable Development & 
Urban Planning (FED UP),1 urges the City Planning Commission to reject the proposed Special 
Flushing Waterfront District proposed by FWRA LLC. FED UP member organizations and the 
members of the Flushing community will offer their comments on the proposed District 
separately to explain the havoc that the proposal would wreak on the neighborhood through 
gentrification, density, and the uprooting of small businesses. TakeRoot provides these 
comments separately to explain that the Commission cannot lawfully approve the application 
because of irreparable flaws in the State-law mandated environmental review.2  

The application package certified in December contains and is based on an 
Environmental Assessment Statement (“EAS”) that covers up the scale of impacts through 
manifestly unreasonable assumptions.  

 

1 Chhaya CDC, MinKwon Center for Community Action and the Greater Flushing Chamber of Commerce. 

2 The failure to conduct a full environmental review, which would have allowed for the Flushing community to 
express their objections to the descriptions in the EAS as well as a more detailed and illuminating investigation into 
the impact of the proposed development, is the subject of active litigation. Chhaya Comm. Dev’t Corp. v. N.Y.C. 
Dept. City Planning, No. 706788/2020 (Sup. Ct. Queens Cty.) (filed by members of the FED UP Coalition). See 
https://takerootjustice.org/2012/10/flushing-waterfront/ for court documents.  
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The EAS has two fundamental flaws. First, it assumes that the site would, over the next 
five years, develop at a rate that is impossible given the existing rules3 and development trends. 
Second, it assumes that no one but the FWRA will take advantage of the rezoning if it is 
approved, even though the proposed actions would permit new development on properties that 
belong to other owners.  

In other words, the amount of development expected by the year 2025 without the 
rezoning (the “No-Action” scenario) is artificially inflated, and the amount of development 
expected with the rezoning (the “With-Action” scenario) is artificially suppressed. Because the 
evaluation of the EAS is almost entirely “based on the incremental difference between the No-
Action and With-Action conditions,”4 the effect of these two errors is to conceal any impact that 
this massive new development could cause, leading to the unlawful Negative Declaration issued 
on December 16, 2019. 

No-Action Condition 

The EAS’s No-Action condition assumes that, in five years and without any rezoning or 
other government action, the now-empty Flushing waterfront will be transformed into a dense 
network of office buildings, hotels, retail centers, and luxury apartment towers.5 According to the 
EAS, 1,500 new luxury apartments will spring up over those five years6—about the same rate as 
luxury condos were built in the entirety of Flushing over the last 10 years.7 Similarly, the EAS 
predicts substantially more new commercial development will spring up on the project area than 
in a half-mile radius around the project: from Citi Field to Parsons Blvd., and from Flushing 
Meadows to 31st Ave.8  

This assumption contradicts the City’s own assessment of likely development in the area, 
done just five years earlier as part of the Flushing West rezoning plan.9 That environmental 
review studied the same sites, for the same analysis year of 2025, over the ten-year period 

 

3 Part of the area is in the La Guardia Approach Surface. Buildings that the EAS includes in the No-Action scenario 
would penetrate that surface. Compare EAS fig. A-11 with Special Flushing Waterfront District Pre-Hearing 
materials, slide 7. In order to do so permissibly, developers would need approval from both the Board of Standards 
and Appeals and the Federal Aviation Administration. See N.Y.C. Zoning Res. §§ 61-21(a), 73-66. 

4 EAS at 29. 
5 See generally EAS at 21-24. 
6 EAS at 21. 
7 Stefanos Chen,  The Decade Dominated by the Ultraluxury Condo, N.Y. Times, Jan. 11, 2020, nyti.ms/2R4iCzp 
(3,075 new condo units built in Flushing between 2009 and 2019). 
8 The EAS predicts 1,109,172 zsf of new development on Sites 1-4 and an additional 89,310 zsf on Site A, for a total 
of 1,198,482 zsf, by 2025. EAS Appx. E. The EAS also identified all the commercial development predicted within 
a half-mile of the project, totaling 287,662 gsf of retail development, 79,342 gsf of commercial space, and 1,416 
hotel units. EAS Appx. F. Assuming 400 gsf per hotel room, this would total 933,404 gsf of new development.   
9 Dept. City Planning, Flushing West Rezoning Proposal: Draft Scope of Work (Oct. 16, 2015), 
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/planning/download/pdf/applicants/env-review/flushing-west/draft_scope.pdf 
(“Flushing West DSOW”).  
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between 2015 and 2025.10 But it came to a different conclusion: it predicted 1,000,000 zsf less 
development would be built in the Flushing waterfront area than the EAS currently before you 
predicts.11 Similarly, the Flushing West analysis concluded that with no rezoning, there would be 
approximately 1,087 new apartments built on the waterfront lots over ten years, while the EAS 
for the current proposal projects 1,463 new apartments over the next five years. Meanwhile, the 
actual amount of development on the site in the intervening five years (2015-2020) has been 
negative.12 There seems no logical reason for the present No Action condition to anticipate 
1,000,000 zsf more development and nearly 400 more apartments than the City predicted in 
2015.  

Further, the current EAS predicts that new development would happen twice as fast as 
the City predicted in 2015: the current EAS basis its No-Action scenario on the five years 
between 2020 and 2025. As of today, no new development is planned for the area absent the 
private rezoning application before the Commission. 

With-Action Condition 

On the other end, the EAS ignores a large part of the impact of the proposed rezoning by 
restricting its analysis to sites owned by FWRA, despite including neighboring soft sites in the 
proposed new district and specifically proposing to change their zoning district designations. The 
proposal would drastically increase the amount of development possible on the northern portion 
of the property, which will be upzoned from an M3-1 district and C4-2 district to an M1-2/R7-
1.13 The result will be to permit dense residential development for the first time on those sites.14 
Incredibly, the EAS With-Action condition disregards the new residential density that the 
proposal would allow and predicts that fewer new dwelling units will be built by 2025 than 
permitted by the current zoning. 

The EAS assumes that the only new dwelling units in the upzoned portion of the area will 
be built on FWRA property (“Site 4” in the EAS), and total only about 300 units.15 To reach this 

 

10 Id. at 2 (“analysis year of 2025”); id. Fig. 6 (map of study area for the Flushing West plan). See chart comparing 
projections made in 2015 and in the present EAS, as well as development permitted by current and proposed zoning 
rules, with enclosed. 
11 Compare id. Appx. 2a (predicting total of 1,613,500 zsf of development on Sites 1-3, 13, and A, the equivalent to 
Sites 1-4 and A in the current EAS) with EAS Appx. E (predicting 2,375,908 zsf of development on Sites 1-4, 
102,078 zsf on Site A, and 104,500 zsf on Site B). 
12 A 99,589 sf building on Site 2 has been removed in the five years between the two analyses. Compare Flushing 
West DSOW Appx. 2a with EAS Appx. E. 
13 EAS Figs. A-6, A-8. 
14 The new maximum residential FAR in this area (labeled Subdivision A in the EAS) will be 4.6. EAS at 13. 
Subdivision A consists of Site 4, Site B, and Lot 210, a lot which the EAS leaves out because of its shape and size. 
EAS at 20. The combined size of Sites 4 and B is 173,973 sf, EAS Appx. E, which at a 4.6 maximum residential 
FAR will allow 800,275.8 zsf of residential development between the two sites. The EAS implicitly assumes about 
775 zsf per apartment. See EAS Appx. E (total projected development of 1,361,346 allows for 1,756 dwelling units, 
or about 775 zsf per unit). Therefore, 800,000 zsf of residential development allows for about 1,032 apartments. 
15 EAS at 30. 
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conclusion, the drafters excluded the property that the EAS refers to as “Site B” from their 
calculations entirely. Site B is about three times the size of Site 4 and therefore would have about 
three times the development potential if upzoned as proposed. This makes no sense. Incredibly, 
the applicant even included Site B in its proposed Mandatory Inclusionary Housing area along 
with Site 4, yet projects that no housing development will happen on this property. This 
exclusion eliminates about 580,000 zsf of potential development, and an additional 700 potential 
new apartments, from the With-Action scenario in the EAS.16  

The only justification provided for this discrepancy is that the self-storage facility on Site 
B is “part of a well-known self-storage and truck rental chain” (U-Haul), and therefore “[i]t is 
unlikely the business would choose to demolish the structure and relocate the business….”17 This 
is irrational: the upzoning would double the residential development potential on the site, sharply 
increasing the value of the land, and there is nothing that would keep U-Haul from redeveloping 
it into more lucrative luxury apartments or selling the land to someone who would. If anything, 
the fact that U-Haul is a large chain would make it easier for to move the business to another of 
their locations in the city.  

Impact of the Errors in the No-Action and With-Action Conditions 

The result of the artificially high No-Action condition and artificially low With-Action 
condition is to shrink the development increment to almost nothing. Abandoning the 2015 
Flushing West analysis, the EAS drafters unreasonably increased the amount of development in 
the No-Action condition by about 1,000,000 zsf; by ignoring the development potential of Site B 
they decreased the amount of development in the With-Action condition by about 600,000 zsf. 
These two errors alone, then, decreased the development increment by an order of magnitude, 
from about 1,700,000 zsf to 131,000 zsf.  

The miniscule development increment leads to the EAS’s erroneous conclusion that the 
development will not have a significant environmental impact. For example, because of the 
projection that the proposed rezoning will only generate 300 more apartments than in the No-
Action condition, the EAS claims that there will be no impact on the local real-estate market.18 
The conclusion that there will be no impact on the need for schools, libraries, fire and police 

 

16 EAS at 30 (development increment calculated without Site B); EAS Appx. E (Site 4 has a lot size of 47,031 sf, 
Site B has a lot size of 126,942 sf). The permitted residential development on Site B under the proposed rezoning, 
which would allow a 4.6 residential FAR, would be 583,933.2 zsf, yet the EAS insists that owners of the property 
would not take advantage of this increase. See e.g. EAS at 87 (“Potential   Development   Site   A   would   be 
redeveloped with a commercial building in both the No-Action and With-Action conditions.”) 

17 EAS at 28. 
18 ES at 94 (“[T]he Proposed Actions would result in an incremental increase of approximately 293 dwelling 
units…. This increase in residents represents an approximately 3.98 percent increase in Study Area population 
compared to the development in the No-Action Condition.…[A] population increase of less than five percent is 
typically not large enough to affect real estate market conditions….”). 
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services, and health care facilities is likewise based on the artificially low net increase in 
residents.19  

Further, the claim that no businesses will be displaced by the rezoning relies on an 
absurdly large projection of commercial development absent the proposed rezoning and the 
resultant conclusion that the new development will result in a net decrease in commercial 
development.20  

The Commission has a legal and professional duty to reject this application 

As a matter of law, environmental review for the proposed land use changes must allow 
decisionmakers to take a “hard look” at the potential impacts. By using false assumptions about 
the amount of development that would result if the proposed changes are adopted, the EAS 
instead buries these impacts, and is legally insufficient. 

The deeply flawed EAS led to a Negative Declaration during the Department of City 
Planning’s review and foreclosed the drafting of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). 
There is no EIS in the package before you despite the enormous scale of development that the 
proposed district would allow when compared to what is permitted on the included sites as of 
right. Not only are you being unlawfully denied the opportunity to appropriately examine those 
impacts, as the Council will be if you approve the incomplete application, but members of the 
public were also denied any opportunity to weigh in on these impacts: there was no Scoping 
Hearing, and no Draft EIS for the public to respond to.  

The public had no opportunity to share its comments on the potential impacts on the 
environment with the lead agency under SEQRA during its review stage, in contravention of 
State law that requires the public to have such an opportunity for a proposed change in land use 
law of this scale.  

More importantly, the Commission has a duty to carefully consider the impacts of the 
land use changes they approve. The information available shows that the impact of the proposal 
will be far greater than the EAS claims. It is the Commission’s role to carefully analyze the 
proposals before it to ensure that they do not end up harming the communities in which they are 

 

19 EAS at 96 (“In Queens, an assessment of libraries is warranted for projects which would introduce 622 or more 
dwelling units. The Proposed Actions would result in an increment of 293 dwelling units. Therefore the Proposed 
Actions would not result in significant adverse indirect impacts to service delivery by area libraries….”); id. (“The 
Proposed Actions would not facilitate a substantial increase in density over the No-Action Condition. Therefore, the 
Proposed Actions would not result in significant adverse indirect impacts to fire and police services and health care 
facilities….”); id. at 103 (“[T]he Proposed Actions would not result in an increase in the utilization rate from the 
No-Action Condition for either elementary or intermediate schools within this sub-district of five percent or more. 
Therefore the Proposed Actions would not result in a significant adverse impact to public schools….”). 
20 EAS at 87 (“[A]n assessment of indirect business displacement due to retail market saturation is warranted if a 
project would result in an increase in 200,000 sf or more of retail use…. In the With-Action Condition, the Projected 
Development Sites would…[have] a decrease of approximately 6,439 gsf of commercial use compared to the 
development in the No-Action Condition. Based on the thresholds described above, the development in the With-
Action Condition would not add to or create a retail concentration that draws a substantial amount of sales from 
existing businesses...”). 
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built. Approving the proposed changes without investigating the actual harms that will result 
would be an abandonment of the people who live and work in Flushing—many of whom have 
already made it clear that they do not consent to the changes these private applicants are seeking 
to facilitate their project.  

We urge the Commission to reject the proposed land use changes. 

 

Contact: 
 
Paula Z. Segal 
Senior Staff Attorney 
psegal@takerootjustice.org 
(646) 459-3067 

Daniel Carpenter-Gold 
Staff Attorney 
dcarpenter-gold@takerootjustice.org 
(646) 459-3058 
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 Block 4963  
lots 7, 8, 9 

Block 4963 
lot 65 

Block 4963 
lot 85 

Block 4963 
lot 75 

Block 4963 
lots 212, 249 

Block 4963 
lot 200 

Block 4963 
lot 210 

Entire Proposed 
Rezoning Area1 

 

EAS “Site 1” “Site 2” “Site 3” “Site A” “Site 4” “Site B”   EAS 
Flushing West DSOW  “Site 1” “Site 2”  “Site A” “Site 3”  “Site 13”    Flushing West DSOW  

Surface area 162,595 sf2 138,309 sf3 174,500 sf4 30,023 sf5 47,031 sf6 126,942 sf7 7,172 sf8 529,572 sf Surface area 
Current building  

size and use 
vacant vacant surface parking 

construction staging 
area 

13,440 sf9 
commercial building  
with no current use 

2,800 sf10  
commercial building  
with no current use 

110,000 sf11  
commercial building  

U-Haul, surface parking 

6,900 sf12  
commercial building 
with no current use  

 133,140 zsf Current building  
size and use 

Current Zoning C4-2 C4-2 C4-2 C4-2 M3-1 C4-2/M3-1 M3-1  Current Zoning 
Proposed Rezoning C4-2 

SWFD (Sub B) 
C4-2 

SWFD (Sub B) 
C4-2 

SWFD (Sub B) 
C4-2 

SWFD (Sub B) 
M1-2/R7-1 + MIH 

SWFD (Sub A) 
M1-2/R7-1 + MIH 

SWFD (Sub A) 
M1-2/R7-1 + MIH 

SWFD (Sub A) 
 Proposed Rezoning 

DEVELOPMENT BULK PERMITTED BY CURRENT ZONING (2015/2019)  
Total 

zoning square feet13 
780,456 zsf14 663,883 zsf15 837,600 zsf16 144,110 zsf17 94,062 zsf18 253,884-609,322 zsf19 14,344 zsf20 2,787,845 -

3,143,283 zsf 
Total 
zoning square feet 

Residential 395,106 zsf21   336,091 zsf22 424,035 zsf23 72,956 zsf24 0 zsf25 308,469 zsf26 0 zsf27 1,536,657 zsf Residential 
Dwelling Units approx. 50628 approx. 43129 approx. 54430 approx. 9431 0 approx. 39532 0  approx. 1,970 Dwelling Units 

2025 RWCDS CURRENT ZONING (projecting new development over ten years), Flushing West DSOW No-Action Condition (2015)  
Total Built 553,250 sf33 410,300 sf34 548,400 sf35 98,750 sf36 2,800 sf37    1,613,500 sf Total Built 

Residential Built 313,500 sf38  338,600 sf39 436,500 sf40 0 sf41 0 sf42     1,088,600 sf Residential Built 
Dwelling Units Built 31343 33844 43645 046 047   1,087 Dwelling Units Built 

2025 RWCDS, CURRENT ZONING (projecting new development over five years), EAS No-Action Condition (2019)  
Total Built 

 
780,363 zsf48 663,883 zsf49 837,600 zsf50 102,078 zsf51 94,062 zsf52 104,500 zsf53  2,375,90854  

+ 206,578 zsf:  
2,582,486 zsf 

Total Built 

Residential Built 394,197 zsf55 336,091 zsf56 424,035 zsf57 0 zsf58 0 zsf59 0 zsf60   1,154,323 zsf61 Residential Built 
Dwelling Units Built 54662 39963 51864 065 066 067  1,463 Dwelling Units Built 

2025 RWCDS, PROPOSED REZONING, EAS With-Action Condition (2019)  
Total Built 780,363 zsf68  663,883 zsf69 837,359 zsf70 102,078 zsf71 225,749 zsf72 272,650 zsf73   2,507,35474  

+ 374,728 zsf: 
2,882,082 zsf 

Total Built 

Residential Built 394,197 zsf75   336,091 zsf76 424,035 zsf77 0 zsf78 207,023 zsf79 0 zsf80   1,351,346 zsf81 Residential Built 
Dwelling Units Built 54682 39983 50784 085 30486 087  1,75688 Dwelling Units Built 

DEVELOPMENT BULK PERMITTED BY PROPOSED REZONING  
Total  780,456 zsf89 663,883 zsf90 837,600 zsf91 144,110 zsf92 225,749 zsf93 609,322 zsf94 34,426 zsf95 3,295,546 zsf Total Built 

Residential  395,106 zsf96   336,091 zsf97 424,035 zsf98 72,956 zsf99 216,343 zsf100 583,933 zsf101  32,991 zsf102 2,061,455 zsf Residential Built 
Dwelling Units approx. 507103 approx. 431104 approx. 544105 approx. 94106 304107 approx. 749108 approx. 42109 approx. 2,671 Dwelling Units Built 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Endnotes begin on next page. 
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1This excludes parcels in proposed Special Flushing Waterfront District (SFWD) Subdistrict C as their development capacity would not be impacted by changes in zoning. They are likewise not analyzed in the EAS or the Flushing West DSOW. 
2EAS at 521. 
3EAS at 522. 
4EAS at 523. 
5EAS at 525. 
6EAS at 524. 
7EAS at 526. 
8EAS at 29. 
9EAS at 18. 
10EAS at 524. 
11EAS at 18. 
12MapPLUTO Tax Block & Tax Lot files from the New York City Department of City Planning, 2018 (ver. 18v1). 
13Zoning square footage measures the total square footage of construction counted toward the maximum amount of development permitted by the relevant zoning provisions. See N.Y.C. Zoning Resolution § 12-10 (“floor area” definition). 
14Id.  
15Id. 
16Id. 
17Id. 
18Id. 
19This lot has split zoning: while most of it is within a C4-2 district, a portion is within an M3-1 district. See id. at 18 n.2. The maximum FAR allowed in an M3-1 district is 2.0, or 253,884 zsf for a lot of this size, and the  maximum commercial FAR allowed in a C4-2 district is 4.8, or 
609,322 zsf for a lot of this size. EAS at 19.  
20MapPLUTO Tax Block & Tax Lot files from the New York City Department of City Planning, 2018 (ver. 18v1). 
21EAS at 521. 
22EAS at 522. 
23EAS at 523. 
24EAS at 525. 
25EAS at 524. 
26EAS at 526. 
27Lot 210 is currently zoned as M3-1, EAS at 18, which does not permit residential development.  
28Number of dwelling units based on EAS No-Action Condition projection of 1,756 dwelling units to be built in 1,361,346 zsf of residential construction, EAS at 527, or about 780 zsf per dwelling unit.  
29Id.  
30Id.  
31Id. 
32Id.  
33Flushing West DSOW at 71. Although rezoning impacts the zoning square footage that is permitted to be built on a property, not the total building size, all calculations in the Flushing West DSOW appear to have been done based on gross square footage, not zoning square footage. The 
document does not distinguish, but does use the MapPLUTO “BldgArea” field throughout; BldgArea is the gross square footage of a building, see PLUTO Data Dictionary at 22, available at https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/planning/download/pdf/data-maps/open-
data/pluto_datadictionary.pdf?r=20v2. The gross square footage of buildings is generally larger than the zoning square footage as zsf excludes mechanical spaces, stairways, cellars and other similar areas in buildings. See N.Y.C. Zoning Resolution § 12-10 (“floor area” definition). Changes 
in zoning rules would impact the amount of zoning square footage that is permitted on the properties in the Proposed Rezoning Area. Gross square footage is not limited by these rules; instead, it is the result of design considerations. 
34Id. 
35Id. 
36Flushing West DSOW at 101. 
37Flushing West DSOW at 71. 
38Flushing West DSOW at 99. 
39Flushing West DSOW at 100. 
40Flushing West DSOW at 112. 
41Flushing West DSOW at 101. 
42Flushing West DSOW at 111. 
43Flushing West DSOW at 99. Unit calculations in the Flushing West DSOW appear to be based on 1,000 square feet per unit, a standard assumption for calculating the total size of a building, or the “gross square footage,” see e.g.   
44Flushing West DSOW at 100. 
45Flushing West DSOW at 112. 
46Flushing West DSOW at 101. 
47Flushing West DSOW at 111. 
48EAS at 521. 
49EAS at 522. 
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50EAS at 523. 
51EAS at 525. 
52EAS at 524. 
53EAS at 526. 
54EAS at 527. 
55EAS at 521. 
56EAS at 522. 
57EAS at 523. 
58EAS at 525. 
59EAS at 524. 
60EAS at 526. 
61EAS at 527. 
62EAS at 38. 
63Id. 
64Id. 
65EAS at 525. 
66EAS at 19. 
67EAS at 526. 
68EAS at 521. 
69EAS at 522. 
70EAS at 523. 
71EAS at 525. 
72EAS at 524. 
73EAS at 526. 
74EAS at 527. 
75EAS at 521. 
76EAS at 522. 
77EAS at 523. 
78EAS at 525. 
79EAS at 524. 
80EAS at 526. 
81EAS at 527. 
82EAS at 38. 
83Id. 
84Id. 
85EAS at 525. 
86EAS at 38. 
87EAS at 526. 
88EAS at 527. 
89See EAS at 521 (total number obtained by multiplying maximum total permitted FAR by lot size). Note that the proposed rezoning would not increase the underlying permitted zoning bulk on this lot. EAS at 22. 
90See EAS at 522 (total number obtained by multiplying maximum total permitted FAR by lot size). Note that the proposed rezoning would not increase the underlying permitted zoning bulk on this lot. EAS at 22. 
91See EAS at 523 (total number obtained by multiplying maximum total permitted FAR by lot size). Note that the proposed rezoning would not increase the underlying permitted zoning bulk on this lot. EAS at 22. 
92See EAS at 525 (total number obtained by multiplying maximum community-facility FAR by lot size) (the maximum total FAR is incorrectly given in the EAS as less than the maximum community-facility FAR). Note that the proposed rezoning would not increase the underlying permitted 
zoning bulk on this lot. EAS at 22. 
93See EAS at 524 (number obtained by multiplying maximum total permitted FAR by lot size). 
94See EAS at 526 (number obtained by multiplying maximum total permitted FAR by lot size). Note that the proposed rezoning would not increase the underlying permitted zoning bulk on this lot. EAS at 22. 
95See EAS at 22, 29 (number obtained by multiplying maximum FAR, EAS at 22, by lot size, EAS at 29). 
96See EAS at 521 (number obtained by multiplying maximum residential FAR by lot size). Note that the proposed rezoning would not increase the underlying permitted zoning bulk on this lot. EAS at 22. 
97See EAS at 522 (number obtained by multiplying maximum residential FAR by lot size). Note that the proposed rezoning would not increase the underlying permitted zoning bulk on this lot. EAS at 22. 
98See EAS at 523 (number obtained by multiplying maximum residential FAR by lot size). Note that the proposed rezoning would not increase the underlying permitted zoning bulk on this lot. EAS at 22. 
99See EAS at 525 (number obtained by multiplying maximum residential FAR by lot size). Note that the proposed rezoning would not increase the underlying permitted zoning bulk on this lot. EAS at 22. 
100See EAS at 524 (number obtained by multiplying maximum residential FAR by lot size). 
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101See EAS at 526 (number obtained by multiplying maximum residential FAR by lot size). 
102See EAS at 22, 29 (number obtained by multiplying maximum residential FAR, EAS at 22, by lot size, EAS at 29). 
103Number of dwelling units based on EAS No-Action Condition projection of 1,756 dwelling units to be built in 1,361,346 zsf of residential construction, EAS at 527, or about 780 zsf per dwelling unit. 
104Id.  
105Id.  
106Id.  
107EAS at 19. 
108Number of dwelling units based on EAS No-Action Condition projection of 1,756 dwelling units to be built in 1,361,346 zsf of residential construction, EAS at 527, or about 780 zsf per dwelling unit. 
109Id.  
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